Best Practices:

In 2018-19, College of Fine Art has focused its priority on the various
academic activities.

Especially Academic workshops of National and

Institute level were conducted in the college. Academic workshop addresses
the contemporary art practice and enable the students get acquainted with
the practice of visual culture. College of Fine Arts main

Mantra

is to

inculcate the best artistic practice, bring in a fine blend of tradition with its
contemporary practice.
Art activities focussing on the student centric programs have been pivotal
thing in College of Fine Art. Inviting scholarly art practitioners from reputed
institutes, professionals will help the academic notions of the institute.
Workshops organized in the institute blend the traditional method of
teaching and learning with modernist and contemporary visions. A
workshop on traditional miniature art form had revealed the scope of line
and its metamorphosis in contemporary context.
Expanding art practice and viewing art works and design art works brings a
new visual association. An International Design Art Show of Faculty of Fine
Art college Warsaw, Poland, which was held in institute’s galleries
connected to the mode of art practice in other part of the world. Faculty and
Students get an opportunity to interact with design artist.
Art connectivity through the organizing periodical study trips. Student of Art
need to interact with the Visual Art practices in a larger scale. Students visit
to International exhibition like Kochi Muziris Biennale, brings a large
amount of new artistic practice among the students. There is also a student
Biennale, where College of Fine Arts Students are also participated.
Interaction with art practitioners, who are in helm of their currier, will guide
the student fraternity.

The trends in the contemporary art world will be

understood by the students, when they get exposure to such art exhibitions.

Annual exhibition of the students is a very important aspect of the visual
arts education in CFA. Annual exhibition showcase their selected art works,
here for the first time students works are opened to public. There will be
interaction with artists, art lovers and gallery experts. Students are judged
by their art works. Some selected students get opportunity to showcase their
art works in international art institutes like alliance Frances. Even
exhibition will be taken to France also.
The professional catalogue of the exhibition is printed with interested
standard. Thus will further provides a record for each one if final year
students.
Annual Show also provides an opportunity to interact with industry
personality. This will help in getting direct contact and students get
invitations to work in industry.
The faculty members are encouraged to participate in national and
international art exhibitions and workshops. This will provide a large scope
for gaining contemporary knowledge to the faculty.

